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-kg . .Pro.. ural Bat round

on May 25, 1988, the State%f Connecticut (the State) filed with the

State Board of Labor Relations (Labor Board) a declaratory

ing petition to determine whether certain propo&ls made by the,.

ecticut wloyees Union "Ir%ependent"  SEW, AE'LZIO (the Union) for a

ba gaining unit are within the scope of mandatory bargaining under the Act-
-_

co rning Collective Bargaining for State Dnployees (the Act).

s cessor  collective bargaining agreement covering the NP-2 Maintenance

t

;{-
.-

On June 15 and 20, 1988, the parties met with Labor Board Assistant

r Relations Agent Kenneth Hampton, at tiich time the nunber of proposals

u n which a declaratory ruling was sought was substantially reduced through

ag eenent of the parties.

fa ts and exhibits relevant to the case.

wri

I

!the  parties also agreed to a full stipulation of

On July 5, 1988, the parties filed

ten briefs with the Labor Board. On July 8, 1988, the parties filed
% .'

rep y briefs. Also on July 8, 1988, a brief was received fran amicus  curiae

Sta e mployees Bargaining Agent Coalition.

On July 25, 1988, the L&or  Board met to deliberate the case.+  On the

bas's of the record presented, wa make the following decision and
i

declaratory ruling.

Discussion

Mandatory subjects of bargaining are'those about which the Act requires

both parties to negotiate in good faith. West Hartford mucation Associa-

tion v, DeCourcy,  162 Corm.  566 (1972); Cheshire Board  of Education,

Decision No. 2153 (1982); Joseph I. Lieberman, Attorney General, Decision

No. 1550 (1987). Under Section 5-278(g)(l) of the Act, a proposal which

con erns a non-mandatory subject of bargaining may not be submitted to

est arbitration for a decision by the arbitrator. Only mandatory

subjectsmaybe  so submitted.
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The fundamental analysis determining whether a subject constitutes

subject of bargain& is well established under Connecticut

This analysis originally was enunciated in West Hartford mucation

A sociation v. DeCourcy,  162 COM.  566 (1972). It recently was discussed by
/

u4 in Joseph I. Lieberman, Attorney General, Decision No. 2550 (1987).*

The analysis used  to determine what are mandatory subjects of bar-
5

;
gaining is firmly established in Connecticut law. In a 1977  law - e-
review article, our former Chairman Fleming James,  Jr. discussed
the analysis used by the CoMecticut  Supreme Court and the Labor x
Hoard for balancing relevant congkderations to determine mt is a
mandatory subject of bargaining. Chairman James also emphasized
the difficulty faced by the parties in reaching agreements in
collective bargaining: .

In administering the federal statutes the NLRH has
developed the concept of mandatory subjects of bargaining
--a concept based on the statutory obligation to bargain
collectively with respect to wages, hours, and other con-
ditions of employment. This contrasts with the concept of
managerial prerogative under which management need not
bargain about decisions which "lie at the core of entre-
preneurial control'1 even though they may have an indirect
effect on wages, hours, and other conditions of enploy-
ment. In the early days of the NLRB,  employers argued for
a broad interpretation of managerial prerogative and
strongly resisted what they regarded as inroads upon the
inherent rights of management. As the Connecticut Supreme
Court has noted, however, the decisions of the NLRB and
the federal courts "have consistently expanded the n-r
of itens  which fall within the penunbra of the phrase
'other conditions of enployment."'

This problem has its counterpart in public sector bar-
gaining. Statutes vest various public bodies with broad
powers to control departments under their jurisdiction.
Boards of education and of police or fire missioners,
for example, often guard the powers vested in then with a
protective jealousy reniniscent of the private employers'
attitude toward management prerogatives in the early days
of the Wagner Act. However, collective bargaining stat-
utes do, to sane  extent, invade the fields once reserved
for management or statutory prerogative, and the CoMec-
ticut Suprene Court has recognized that such labor laws
'divest boards of education of scxne of the discretion
which they otherwise could exercise.' This change has

66. DarCy,  Foy, James and Kingston, Connecticut Labor Relations
Statutes and Decisions: Differences From Federal @W,  9 COM. L.
Rev. 4 (1977) at pp. 536-538.

! have cd  tted several footnotes fran  the below quoted text.
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been a hard pill to so, llow for conscientious adminis-
trators bred in an ol< Jr school of thought, particularly
in agencies with a paramilitary tradition like police and
fire departments. But if, as the Board believes, public
employee bargaining is here to stay, the administrators'
attitude is likely to change as time goes on.

Board decisions on mandatory subjects of bargaining
have closely followed-NM3  rulings and the pattern set by
the Connecticut Suprane Court in West Hartford Elduc.
Ass'n,  Inc. v. DeCourcy.  In DeCourcy a case.involving '- -;- -.

teachers, the Connecticut Suprane Co&% imported much of .- k-
the federal labor law on this topic into Connecticut ..
public sector labor relations. The court determined that .-
the scope of negotiations should be relatively broad and
sufficiently flexible to accanodate  the changing needs of
the parties. Accordingly, police rules and regulations as
to many iqlhave been held within thcyeld of mandatory
bargaining. In 'pawn of East  Haven, the Board
reasoned as follows:

As DeCourcy recognizes there is an area of overlap
between what have traditionally been thoughtman-
agerial functions and what concerns conditions of
gnployment for the employees. In drawing the line
within that area between those items that must be
bargained over and those which the employer  may act
on without bargaining, a balance must be struck.
And in striking it the tribunal should consider,
we believe, the directness and the depth of the
item's impingement on conditions of employment, on
the one hand,and,on  the other hard, the extent of
the anployer's need for unilateral action without an
negotiation in order to serve or preserve an
~%nportant  policy decision cannitted by law to the
enployer's discretion.

111. Town of East Haven, State Bd. of Labor Relations
Dec. No. 1279 (Jan. 27, 19.75).

112. Id.-

In the DeCourcy case, the Connecticut Supreme Court recognized
another factor (imported from federal law) relevant to determining
whether  a given subject is a mandatory subject of bargaining:

There [is another factor] which we must consider in
order to determine if an itan  falls within the scope of
negotiability. The National Labor Relations Board and the
courts in interpreting the federal labor act have frequent-
ly turned to the history and custan of the industry in
collective bargaining. In holding that the contracting-out
of work is a mandatory subject of collective bargaining,
the Supreme court of the united  States stated that "[wlhile
not determinative, it is appropriate to look to industrial
practices in appraising the propriety of including a

-4-



the scope of mandatory bargain-
is not only reflective of

in the subject matter
but it is also indicative of the amenability of such sub-
jects to the collective bargaining process." Fibreboard
Paper Products Corporation v.,N.L.R.B:, supra, 211.T h e
united States Suprene Court, in the Fibreboard case,
observed that provisions concerning the contracting-out of
work exist in many contracts and that the subject is the
basis of many grievances.

DeCourcy,  at p. 584. 1‘ ---
-.

-_ :-
In applying the DeCourcy/East Raven balancing test discussed above,

'we have found nwerous itens  to be mandatory subjects of bargaining .-
over the years.

67. See cases cited on p. 536 (note 105) of Darcy,  J%y,  James and
Kings=,  and on pp. 278-279 (note 151) of Foy and Moskowitz.
[Connecticut Labor Relations Law: Recent Developments In An Evolving
Identity, 17 Conn. .L. Rev. No. 2 (1985)].

@Irt fran the DeCourcy/East Raven balancing test, we have recognized that
circunstances a subjectmaybe removed frcxn the realmof

atory  bargaining by other statutory requirements. In this regard, we

following in Connecticut State Council.of AFSA Locals, AFL-CIO,

ision  No. 2225 (August 15, 1983):

Aside fran what the duty to bargain in labor relations statutes
may otherwise require, both this Labor Board, other labor boards
and COUI%S have recognized that the borders of negotiability are
sanetimes affected or fixed by statutes other than the labor rela-
tions statutes themselves and that these other statutes must be
accorded  their intended force and effect. [citations anitted].

. ..In approaching this task, we must be careful as the admin-
istrative agency charged with the enforcement an3 interpretation
of the Negotiations Act, that we do not act with a myopic view of
the statutes as a whole. Rather, we must ard shall proceed with
full awareness of the presunption that the Legislature enacts
statutes in view of other existing statutes and that when viewed
together, the set of state statutes as a whole are intended to be
read so as to make one consistent body of law. Budkofsky v.
Commissioner  of Motor Vehicles, 177 Conn. 588 (1979) and cases
cited therein.

x x x

The Labor Board has .been  given the statutory responsibility
of assuring the integrity of the collective bargaining process
in a wide range of differing contexts. Assuring that integrity
includes displaying a sensitive concern for the public policies
which the legislature has adoptd  in each of these varying
contexts. We must balance awareness of the requirements of

-5-
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the foregoing quotations clearly convey, while labor.relations statutes--
. . i

: be interpreted in light of the requirements of o$her statutes, so musts t

OS ;e other statutes be interpreted in light of labor relations statutes.

e also Lieberman, supra at p. 18. In this regard, we have found

rk;uasive the views of former Professor Harry T. E&ards (currently Judge

ihe Federal  Court of Appeals for the District of Coltiia)  expressed in

his influential 1973 law review article, the Emerging  Duty to Bargain, 71

Mich.  L. Rev. 885 (1973) which we quoted in the Lieberman case:

Professor Edwards advocated the need for and legitimacy of states . .
accepting in the public sector the broad scope of mandatory bar-
gaining that has been recognized in the private sector and he
Inoted the approach he believed should be taken when public sector
labor relations policies compete with other public policies:

-\ L

collective bargaining with e attainment of the substantive
goals required by other re; bvant and applicable legislation.
The above opinion reflects such a balancing; legislative
purposes are respected, both in education ax-d in collective .
bargaining, and an optimal and coherent resolution of a congerie
of purposes is struck.

Connecticut State Council of AESA Locals, AFL-CIO,  at
'p. 5; Aff'd  in Connecticut mucation  Assn. v. State
Board of Labor Relations, 5 Conn. App. 253 (1985).

In states such as Michigan, New York, Pennsylvania, .,
Connecticut and Wisconsin, the trend toward the use of
private sector principles to guide the developnent of labor
relations in the public sector is accelerating. . . . . . . .

. ..There  is a dawning realization that public employees
are primarily employees and only secondarily overnnent
employees, Therefore, they should be denied i!b@mj
rights available to other employees only when there are
canpelling governnental  or public policy reasons for such
restrictions. . . . .

x x x

. ..Clearly.  there are limitations on...the extent to which
public enployees may determine, through the bargaining
process, policies which are matters in the danain of the
c-unity as a whole or its elected representatives. But
the legitimate expectations of public employees should not
be thwarted by mere platitudes. The determination that
bargaining is not appropriate should be made only after a
searching examination of the canpeting policies involved.

71 Mich.  L. Rev. 932, 934.
Lieberman at note 51.

-6-
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We lxxJ turn to an applicat: P
n of the DeCourq balancing test, as

to the issues presented in the

In addition, we address the effect of other statutes upon

appropriate and necessary to do so.

The following sets forth on a proposal-by-proposal basis the Union

State as non mandatory, the State's argunent, .T
.  .

our discussion and decision.

IS <)ne:

4"The Union proposal in question is its Section 2 of Article 2 "Entire

44eenent  .I’ The State challenges the following as a non-mandatory subject

of /

The

3ar :gaining:

The State agrees to continue in force all benefits and
privileges previously enjoyed by the arrployees not covered
by the terms of the Agreenent.

ate's argunent is as follows:_

The union's  proposal by its very language includes both
mandatory and nonnandatory subjects of bargaining. The
enployer is only obligated under the Act to bargain over
II . ..wages. hours and other conditions of employment." (Sec.
5-271). Further, Sec. 5-278(g) (1) prohibits normandatory
subjects of bargaining fran being subject to the impasse
procedure of Sec. 5-276a. Although, an employer may bargain
over norxnandatory  subjects such cannot be forced.

The Proposal, as written, would deny the employer fran
taking even the most prophylactic measures to check corn-
pliance with work rules or prevent abuse of benefits (see
discussion in E'oy & Moskowitz, Connecticut Labor Relations
Law: Recent Developments In an Evolving Identity, 17 CORN.
L. REV. (1985) p. 282.). Additionally, the proposal, as
written, would deny the employer's right to effect unilater-
al change of nonnandatory subjects.

In short the union's proposal, without express restric-
tion not extending "benefits" and "privileges" to cover
normandatory subjects, must cover both mandatory as well as
nonnandatory subjects of bargaining.

-7-
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Therefore, because bf its broad brush approach,"its lack
of specificity, its vagueness and ambiguity, the Union
proposal cannot be said to be limited only to mandatory
subjects of negotiations. As such, and since it is reason;-
able to conclude, nornIandatory  "benefits" and "privileges"
are gnbodied in the Union's proposal the entire proposal
must be designated notmandatory.

This proposal seeks a famzliar  type  of contract provision, cannonly

krown as a past practices clause. Such a provision binds the e~~ployer to-"
-.

.- 1-

maintain conditions of qloyment that have existed by past practice. When._
such a provision is included in the collective bargaining agreement,

discontinuance of a condition of employment that employees have enjoyed by

past practice will constitute a breach of the contract and may be challenged

through the contract's grievance arbitration procedure.

The types of practices typically covered by a past practices clause are
I

se which concern wages, hours and conditions of enployment.  To that

ent, a past practice clause of the sort here proposed by the Union '_
-_ .

stitutes a mandatory subject of bargaining. The term "benefits" clearly

fa 1s within the purview of wages,

I

hours and conditions of enployment.

Ho ever, the State makes a good point when it argues that the word'

"p ivileges" is susceptible to an interpretation that exceeds the scope of

wa es, hours and conditions of gnployment. An arbitrator in a grievance

ar'sing under the collective bargaining agreenent may interpret the term

"p ivilqe"  more broadly to include "privileges" which are not mandatory

:

sllb'ects. To that extent we agree with the State's argument that the

Uni n's proposal, as currently written, constitutes a nofxnandatory  subject

AS discussed above, this problem would be removed if the

"conditions of enployrnent"  or "wages, hours and conditions of

were substituted for the word "privileges."

I -8-
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The Union proposals in c&&ion  are Sections 8 and 9 of Article 7

ion Rights." The proposals state as follows:

Section Eight: Union Business Leave. (a) Paid leave may be
granted to Union officials, delegates, representatives or
designees to attend Union business-related functions, meet-
ings, conventions, meetings of national affiliates or other
affiliated organizations, legislative or agency hearings. - -_
Paid leave shall not exceed fifteen thousand (15,000) hours 2
per contract year for purposes of attendance at the Union's
annual convention and Union sponsored steward training pro- --
grams. An additional eight thousand (8,000) hours per con-
tract year shall be provided for all other Union business.
Requests for time off under this Section shall be made in
writing to the Office of Labor Relations at least two (2)
weeks in advance, and release shall be granted unless an
agency gnergency dictates otherwise.

-_

(b) Not more than two (2) employees fran different
agencies, who are elected or appointed to a full-time office
or position with the Union shall be eligible for an unpaid
leave of absence not to exceed one (1) year. An extension
not to exceed one (1) additional year may be granted subject
to the approval of the Director of Personnel and Labor Rela-
tions. Upon return fran such leave, the State employer shall
offer the employee the same or similar position as the former
position including pay, benefits, and duties, at the rates in
force at the time of return fran such leave. If possible,
the employee shall be returned to the same location. If that
is not possible, the position offered shall be within reason-
able distance, and the employee shall be given preference to
transfer back to his/her former work site when there is a
suitable vacancy.

Section Nine: Orientation and Training. The State will provide
each new employee with a copy of the collective bargaining
agreement then in force and will furnish the employee with
the name of his/her steward. The State shall permit a two
(2) hour period monthly for the local steward and any newly
hired enployee to meet.

state's argument that these proposals concern a nonnandatory subject of

3ining is as follows:

The State historically has negotiated this subject not
Only in predecessor NP-2 contracts but also in nunerous other
State designated bargaining unit contracts. However, this
Act does not transform the subject into a mandatory one, even
under the current contract (Chemical Wrkers v. Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Go., 404 U.S. 157, 78 LRFM 2974, 1971). Simply

-9-
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because the State in t e past, and even the current.agree-
ment, negotiated canpr bise.on this subject does not mean it
is now precluded fran seeking to exercise its right and take
a strong stance against future contract inclusion.

The Union's proposal in Section Eight (a) is a bank of
hours (15,000) per contract year to enable "....Won offi-
.cials, delegates, representatives or designees to attend
Union business-related- functions, meetings, conventions,
meetings of national affiliates, or other affiliated organi-
zations, legislative or agency hearings..." on a paid basis.'
Additionally,  the proposal calls for "An additional eight
thousand (8,000) hours per contract year shall be provided
for all other Union business."

Article 16, Section Welve  of Suhnittal 1 clearly
provides for paid release for contract administration -
grievance handling. Therefore, by expressed provision, the
Union's legal mandate of contract administration is not
embodied in theproposal. What is atbodied in the proposal
is the Union seeking the employer to pay for or financially
underwrite union activities including "...attenlance at the
Union's annual convention and Union sponsored steward train-
ing program." Other than paying, the proposal has nothing
to do with a "cotiition of employment"  within the enployer-
employee relationship. The proposal deals solely with
matters exclusively the prerogative of the union and the
underwriting of internal union activities.- "Mandatory
subjects of bargaining concern relations between the employer
and the employees, not between the union and the employees."
(The Developing Labor Law, 2nd Ed. Vol. 1, BNA, Wash. D.C.,
page 858, 1983). Just as an employer may request bargaining
about internal union matters such may not continue beyond"
impasse, therefore, a Union may propose bargaining about
internal union matters, however, such may not continue beyond
impasse. All the listed activities in the proposal have
nothing to do with negotiations or contract administration.
The activities listed are exclusive to the union and include
activities not even related to the NP-2 bargaining unit.

The employer has an inherent need and expectation that
those individuals in its employ will do enployer work in
return for employer provided wages. Here the Union seeks the
employer to pay wages (tax dollars) not for anployer work but
for union work.

Question: May the State propose and take to impasse
a proposal that the Union financially underwrite
State employer activities?

The State in seeking its clarification limits its Petition
solely to the e aspect of the union proposal. If the
Union modified its proposal to unpaid time off the State
would withdraw its inquiry. me State does not seek a ruling
on union  proposal subsection (b) of Section Eight.

-lo-



Union proposal, set*
L
'on Nine, also seeks to have the

employer fiancially  UIX~ ite the cost of yet another
employee matter. me State seeks a declaratory ruling on
this proposal with the same offering for a mandatory desig-
nation as offered regarding Section Eight (a) inmediately
above.

Simply because a union proposal carries with it an
employer cost does not necessarily mean the proposal
necessitates a mandatory issue for bargaining designation.
Many proposals made by unions have a cost impact upon the 1. --
employer but are permissive i.e. . . . creation of a new shift,- -
maintenance of staff, forced hiring, creation of new posi-
tions, which are within the scope of the employer-employee
relationship. However, no employer-employee relationship
exists under the union's proposal.

The Union's proposals here seek paid leave for enployees to engage in

un:.on  activities. The proposals do not seek to determine the relations

between the Union and the employees. Rather,  the proposals seek to

de'zermine whether the State (i.e. the gnployer)  will be required to provide

paid  leave time to anployees  who choose or are authorized by the union to

age in union activities. It is beyond question that paid leave is a

mandatory subject of bargaining. In most instances of paid leave, the

oyer is being required  to underwrite the costs of employee activity

is unrelated to the employeels work duties. For example, it is a

mandatory subject of bargaining whether the enployer will provide paid leave

for: illness, vacation, personal business, education, funerals, maternity,

child-rearing, adoption, holidays, picnics, etc. The State has cited no

to us which exmpts paid union business leave fran the scope of

atory  bargaining ard we see no reason to do so. The essence of the

is that the State provide leave time on a paid basis for employees

ngage in an activity they wish to pursue. It so happens that the

activity in question happens to be union activity. The Union's

in question constitute a mandatory subject of bargaining.

I all-
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The Union proposal in questron is Section 4 of Article 10 "Training."

Th proposal states as follows:

The State and Union agree to develop and implement,  within
the first sixty (60) days of this Agreanent, apprenticeship
programs for at least‘two  hundred (200) employees, which
programs are recognized by the Veteran's Administration for
reimbursement to the enployee,  provided that this section _ -.>_.

T h

bz

I s

iLr a

shall not require the state to hire any new anployees or .m 1;
create new positions.

:tate's  argument that this proposal concerns a norr-mandatory  subject of

.ining  is as follows:

Since the Union subnitted this issue to impasse on April
21, 1988, the proposal was modified per Stipulation dated .
June 17, 1988 as indicated in bold type above. It is the
State's position such modification does not "cure" the non-
mandatory nature of the proposal. The creation of new
positions and the creation of a new program is a nonnandatory
subject of bargaining (Wast Haven Board of Education, State
Board of Labor Relations Dec. No. 1363, Jan. 30, 1973). It
is also established the reassignment of employees to other
duties within the same job classification (City of Bridge-
port, State Board of Labor Relations Dec.  No. 1485, Jan. 24,
1977) is a normandatory subject of bargaining.

Since the modified language excludes the hiring of new
Employees or the creation of new positions the proposal is
therefore limited to current employees. Manning requirements
(*'at  least two hundred employees") is a normandatory subject
of bargaining. The Union's proposal mandates a minimun
nunber of employees to participate in apprenticeship pro-
grams. Tplis is a managerial prerogative which lies at the
core of entrepreneurial control (Fibreboard Paper Products
Corp. v. NLRB, 379 U.S. 203, 217, 223, 1964). Both the
nunber  of-ticipants in an apprenticeship program, and the
apprenticeship program, if any, to be involved, are policy
decisions solely within the employer's discretion (mown  of
East  Haven, State Board of Labor Relations, Dec. No. 1279,
Jan. 27, 1975).

The essence of the Union's proposal concerns training and upward

amri

mobi ity for bargaining unit members.

seni skilled blue collar positions.

trad

The unit includes many unskilled and

The unit also includes many skilled

s and other types of positions which are traditionally included  in

ticeship training types of programs (e.g. aircraft mechanics,

I -12-



try, carpentry, electrici~ , machinist, mason, welding, plunbing and

itting, autanobile mechar&, printer, painting, etc.). The oppor-

to receive on the job training and/or outside training to qualify

better paid positions which become available within the bargaining unit

which directly and deeply impinges upon employee conditions of

oyment  under the Decourcy balancing test. We have no way of knowing ---
.

the minimum of TV hundred apprenticeship training slots would

ex eed

f

the number of vacancies that would need to be filled in skilled

po'itions  during the term of the contract or whether such a program would

erwise place an unreasonable burden on the State. However, such

stions may and should be decided by an arbitrator if the parties continue

tolbe  unable to reach a mutual agreenent. We find that the Union's proposal

concerns a mandatory subject of bargaining.

IieEbur:

The Union proposal in question includes its Sections 3, 7(d), 8(g),

and 10 of Article 19 "Safety". Each of these are addressed separately

Article 19 Section 3 - The Union's proposal states as follows:

Section Three: Conmittee menbers, when acting as a body, shall be
paid for time spent on Comnittee activities, including inspec-
tions and investigations, at their normal base rate of pay, or
shall receive compensatory time off (in lieu of overtime) if
such activities fall outside their normal work schedule.

Time off shall be granted to union designees to conduct
inspections or investigations on health and safety issues;
and, additionally, to attend scheduled meetings with State
officials. All time off under this section is subject to
giving the OLR at least one (1) week notice. A bank of 2,000
hours per year is provided for time spent in pursuing the
activities outlined in this pargraph as well as time spent by
then responding to imminent  danger situations. No menber
shall hold himself/herself out as being on official Comnittee

' business unless the -ittee as a whole has so determined. .

-13-
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Th State's argunent that this jFoposa1  constitutes a non mandatory subje&

Of'
-\‘t

lbargaining  is as follows:

The Union proposal in Section 3 is similar to the proposal
made by the Union in Article 7 (Union Rights) Sections Eight
and Nine. AS there, the Union seeks to have the,enployer
financially underwrite its activities and responsibilities...-

The Union clarified its'proposal in Submittal 4, page 5
(ISSUE #17, Section 3) when it states it is attempting "...to -1‘
clarify the right of Union designees on the Bargaining Unit ,-
Job Safety Wnnittee (BUJSC) to conduct inspections and '.
investigations." No such right under any circumstances, _
exists unless and until the employer agrees to give it up,
limit it or share its managerial prerogative.

The current contract (Suhnittal 1) contains an extensive
safety article. As stated previously, safety is a mandatory
subject. The contract article, in addition to mandatory
elements of safety also contains nunerous permissive elenents
which the State has agreed to negotiate and include in the:
contract. However, the elenents still retain a normandatory
designation although once in the contract it is binding for
its duration.

The enployer's managerial prerogative to conduct safety
inspections and investigations is unchallenged. It is an
important policy decision under the enployers sole discre-
tion. (Town of East Haven, State Board of Labor Relations,
Dec. No. 1279, Jan. 27, 1988). This prerogative lies within
the core of the eznployer's  mission an3 how such shall be I,
accanplished.

The Union's intrusion into this prerogative cannot be
continued beyond impasse, since the issue, aside fran the
paid leave aspects of the proposal, is clearly a normandatory
subject of bargaining.

The Bargaining Unit Job Safety'Corrnnittee  (BUJSC) referred to in the

P

.-

Uni n's Section Three proposal is defined earlier in Section Two of its

pro sal.
e The BUJSC is "ccmprised  of two (2) representatives of the Union

(2) representatives of the State." The BUJSC meets "monthly to

respond, in writing, to written canplaints filed under Section

and to review and recommend other safety and health measures in the

covered by this agreanent and as the same may affect

KS of the bargaining unit. -ittee decisions and recannendations

-14-
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. * I *-*
shall be made by a majority vat of the entire Camrittee." Section ThreeI‘J
which the State challenges as non mandatory, concerns paid Union business

-
leave for bargaining unit members of the BUJSC to deal with safety matters

within the jurisdiction of the EXJJSC. As such, the paid leave provisions of

Section Three constitute a man&tory subject of b&gaining. The State's

arglmnent that safety '~inspections  and investigations" constitute a non +l-.-

mandatory subject of bargaining also is rejected. As the State concedes, -.

safety is a mandatory subject of bargaining and as such, the Union has a. .

right to information concerning job safety. Oil, Chemical and Atomic

LWo kers v NLREI 694 F.2d 1289, 113 LRRM 3163 (DC Cir. 1983). This right

ability to conduct inspections and investigations. Winona

Th

of

e ;

4

Article 19, Section Seven - The Union's proposal states as follows:

(d) The Bargaining Unit Job Safety Carmittee shall receive
and 'act upon reconmendations concerning praniun pay forwarded
by an agency head or designee. The Cannittee shall act upon
said request within thirty (30) days of receipt.

At its discretion, the Carmittee may order that the duty
be removed or the situation be remedied to address the
hazardous or unpleasant nature of the assignment.  Such order
would be in lieu of hazardous or unpleasant duty prgniun pay.
A cannittee decision to disapprove the request for premiun pay
shall be final.

In the event that the Conmittee recccmends preniun pay or
fails to reach agreement, the recarmendation (or stathents  of
the Cornnittee members) shall be presented to the Director of
Personnel and Labor Relations for appropriate action. If the
Director grants the praniun pay, it shall be calculated
effective fran the date the request was originally subnitted.
If the Director denies the. preniun pay, he/she shall provide
written explanation, with copies to the Cannittee. The
Director of Personnel and Labor Relations shall act on such
requests and forward his/her response to the Bargaining Unit
Job Safety Cmunittee within thirty (30) days of receipt.

State's argument that this proposal constitutes a non mandatory subject

argaining is as follows:

-15-



The Union proposal Section Seven (d) turns amandatory
,h .subject of bargaining Q er to a nomatory entity (BUJSC).

The State contends it should not be canpelled to relin-
quish its obligation to negotiate over the subject ati rm~ve
it fran the bargaining table as called for,by the proposal.

We do not see that the Union's proposal '[removes the subject Of._

safety] fran the bargaining table." The proposal merely would make the sub-
-_ -

jects  of "hazardous or unpleasant" duty ard the possibility of prgniun.pay-

ject to the management controlled F3UJSC  during the term of the collective

bargaining agreement. The EWJSC has Union input, but is managenent

controlled because it is canprised equally of managanent an3 Union members

and thecarmitteecanonlymake  recannendations by a majority vote. For the

cannittee to make a recarmendation,  at least one managanent menber must

agree. Moreover, the recannerdations of the E3UJSC  are not binding on the

State. This proposal does nothing more than create a procedural mechanism ._
for bringing individual working conditions to the attention of the gnployer

durj

recc

The

and

man

The

of

rg the term of the contract for reasoned discussion, evaluation, and

mendation in a cooperative joint union/management =ittee setting..,

)roposal does not infringe upon management's prerogatives. It directly

eeply concerns gnployee conditions of e3nployment  and constitutes a

tory subject of bargaining under the DeCourcy balancing analysis.

Article 19, Section 8(g) - The"Union's proposal states as follows:_.
(g) provide all enployees who have been exposed to asbestos,

..are currently exposed or who may be exposed to asbestos in the
performance of their job duties with medical surveillance in
accordance with the provisions of OSHA General Industry
Standards, section 1910,1001(1),  "Medical Surveillance". Such
medical surveillance shall be done annually ard performed in
accordance with Appendix D and Apperdix E of standard 1910.1001.

tate's argument that this subject constitutes a non mandatory subject

rgaining is as follows:

The Union proposal in Section Eight (g) is a Simple att6npt
to include law into the contract,  The proposal calls for the

-16-
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State to canply with select'.
pa

provisions of OSHA General Industry
Standards. '2.

The State is canpelled to meet safety standards-as set forth
in law. To simply acknowledge such through contract inclusion is
a redundant restatement of law which simply subjects such to the
grievance procedure. The State must qly with law whether such
is included in the contract or not included.-. _.

The matters covered by law and the standards imposed on the
gnployer thereto are outside of the employer's discretion there-
fore normandatory. . . .

.  .

To the knowledge of the Office of Labor Relations neither the
NLRB nor the State Board of Labor Relations have reviewed and
answered this question. However, such has been disposed of under
other jurisdictions. (See: Chateaugay, 12 PERB Case No. 3015;
Scarsdale, 8 PERB Case'No.  3075; Albany, 7 PERB Case No. 3078;
Saratoga Springs, 16 PERB Case No. 3058; New Rochelle, 8 PERB
Case No. 3071; White Plains, 10 PERB Case No. 3043; Town of
Greenburgh v. Association of the Town of Greenburgh, 16 PERB Case
No. 7510 [94 A.D. 2d 7711). Additionally, matters of law is
public policy and as such nonnandatory. (See Cohoes CSD v. ahoes
Teachers Association, 9 PERB 7529 [40 N.Y. 2d 7441).

The balancing test established by the NLRB and embraced by
theBoard  through DeCour falls to the employer on this
instance. There idsolutely no "vitality" to include in a
contract directly or through reference matters covered by law.

The proposal in question requires the State to provide assistance

ugh medical screening to enployees who have or who may be exposed to a

ous health hazard. The fact that the proposal would utilize the

edures  and/or standards contained in "OSHA  regulations" does not render

this a non mandatory subject of bargaining. The public policy of OS?iA

sta'lutes is to provide health and safety protection to enployees.

Similarly, it is a public policy of labor relations statutes that employee

health and safety subjects be mandatorily bargained. See Oil, Chenical  and

Ataric Workers v. NLRB,  supra. By providing increased contractual

to enployees, OSHA's  public policy is enhanced, not undermined.

decision on a contractual violation may not be binding

it is binding on the State if a violation of the contract is

It also is at least possible that the grievance arbitration prO&SS

-17-



-.
uld produce a more eacpeditiougresult than the OSHA administrative

If an arbitrator interprets the WHA standards more rigorously

n OSHA itself, the public policy of protecting employees clearly is not

If the arbitrator interprets OSHA standards less rigorously

,”n OSHA, the employee still may resort to OSHA administrative procedures.

ile the proposal may give gnployees two bites of the apple and potentially
.
ylpo

--

ses inconvenience on the state, that provides no basis upon which to -_

lude  this proposal is a non mandatory subject of bargaining. The

directly and deeply concerns employee conditions of enployment.

Th proposal neither conflicts with OSHA statutes nor undermines the public

po icy of such statutes. The mere fact that the same or similar subject

matter is addressed by statute does not render a subject a non mandatory

subject of bargaining.* Otherwise the presence of minimum wage statutes

render the subject of wages a non mandatory subject of bargaining.._ ..
the OSHA laws create a minimun floor of substantive

procedural protection for employees and do not remove from the realm of

proposals that would provide increased subst&ntive  or

ural protections. The Union's proposal constitutes a mandatory

sub/+& of bargaining.

1 Article 19, Section 8 (h) - The Union's proposal states as follows:

Section Eight: (h) equip all motor vehicles operated by the
Connecticut Department of Transportation, Bureau of Highways
with two-way radios.

he New York cases cited in the State's brief provide some support for
the notion that New York follows a broader preanption type of approach when‘LIZ-the Legislature has enacted statutes covering specific areas that otherwise
wou d constitute a mandatory subject of bargaining. That has not been the

Our approach was set forth earlier in this decision

I. Lieberman,
No. 2550  (1987).

I -18-
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e State's argument that this qubject constitutes a non-mandatory subject
.-. L'

bargaining is as follows:

it

I -:

I

The Union proposal in Section Eight (h) calls  for all DOT,
Bureau of Highways operated motor vehicles be equipped with
two-way radios. Under the NLE?B it is well established the
technology utilized by an enterprise is a normandatory sub-
ject of bargaining. rt is a-fundamental element within the
core of entrepreneurial control. '_

The technology utilized by a State Agency or Bureau there- --
of is a fundamental managerial prerogative within the case of
Agency mission. (West Hartford-Education Association, Inc. v. .-
BeCourcy,  162 Conn. 566, April 1972).

Purther,  without express restriction, the proposal extends
to motor vehicles operated by other than NP-2 bargaining unit
members.

Lastly, through the literal and dictionary meaning of
"motor  vehicles*' as utilized in the Union's proposal, any
device on wheels powered by a motor would be effected. The
Department of Transportation utilizes many varied devices on
wheels powered by a motor, including lawn mowers, tractors,
forklifts, rollers, graders, payloaders, land paint machines,
which directly eliminates the "vitality" and *'substantial
nature" of the proposal.

The Union's proposal'is not directed to the type of technology that

used to provide services. The proposal is directed toward employee

As the Union.points out, highway trucks are used for snow

val and ice storm sarding in remote areas at all times of the night and

weather conditions when driving is hazardous. No

deny that the possibility of accidents is real. The

is designed to enable employees who need  assistance to be able to

pr ptly carmunicate that need.

:

Whether there is a sufficient safety hazard

to 'ustify the considerable expense of purchasing and installing such radios

is matter for arbitration. No doubt there are circumstances in which

the e is far less danger than in other circumstances. Obviously, the less

corn lling  the safety hazard, the smaller the likelihood of the Union's

pre ailing in arbitration. This will bear on whether a particular union
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should be accepted. B.

I"
ver, the general subject matter of

employee operated mo& vehicles with two-way radios for safety

Puipo ses is a mandatory subject of bargaining.

1 (M the other hand, the State is correct when it argues that the

as written overlaps into a non mandatory area of bargaining. The

applies to all Department of Transportation Bureau of Highwayi
-.

---

vehicles whether or not such vehicles are operated by members of this
-

unit. The scope of mandatory bargaining only extends to condi-

ti ns of employment of bargaining unitmenbers  represented by the Union.

Connecticut State Council of AJ?SA  Locals, -10, Decision No. 2225

To the extent that there are motor vehicles in the DOT Bureau of

Highways which are not used by members of this bargaining unit, the State

had no obligation to bargain with the Union over the safety features of such

Mandatory bargaining with the Union may only be required over the
" -:.

ty eguipnent to be included in vehicles used by members of the bargain-

Accordirqly, to the extent the Union's proposal would cover motor

not operated by members of this bargaining unit, the proposal

a non mandatory subject of bargaining.

Article 19 Section 10 - The Union's proposal states as follows:

Section Ten: Disputes over unsafe or unhealthy working conditions
may be processed through the grievance and arbitration proce-
dure unless the matter is covered by a mandatory standard
under Connecticut OSHA and Connecticut OSHA has issued a
citation based on that standard. In any such arbitration,
the arbitrator's decision shall be final and binding on the
parties.

The State's argument that this proposal constitutes a non mandatory subject

of
1
argaining  is as follows:

The Union proposal in Section 10 calls for final and bind-
ing arbitration of disputes over unsafe or unhealthy working
conditions not covered by a mandatory standard of CXXxEcticut
CEHA and Connecticut 0s~~ has issued a citation based on the
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standard (emphasis adc$d). Paraphrased another way Connecti-
cut OSHA standards without existing citation would besubject
to the contractual grievance procedure.

As purported earlier, inclusion, direct or by reference,
of law in a contract is a norrnandatory  subject of bargaining.
In this instance review, outside of the contract, exists for
employer noncanpliance with OSHA standards. As stated by the
Seventh Circuit " . ..%lie CSHA legislation was intended  to
create a separate and general right of broad social impor-
tance existing beyond the parameters of an individual labor _'
agreanent and susceptible to full vindication only in a

--7
. -.-

judicial forum (N.L. Indus.,  618 F2 1220 [CA 7, 19801). .

-: For the same reasons discussed above with respect to Article 19,

tion 8, the Union's proposal concerns a mandatory subject of bargaining.

e N. L. Industries decision cited by the State does not hold that health

safety subjects covered by OSHA are outside the scope of mandatory

I sue Five: .

The Union's proposal concerns Article 28 vacation. The State argues

t Section Three (a) and (b) and Section Four  (a) alrd (b) constitute non

atory  subjects of bargaining. The Union proposals in question are as

foblows:

Section Three: (a) Normally individual vacation days will be
requested five (5) or more days in advance, but an anployee
may request such time with less than twenty-four (24) hours-.
notice for each day requested. Such vacation days will be
granted except in the case of an agency emergency. (Emphasis
added)

(b) An employee may take earned holidays, vacation or
personal leave days in conjunction with one another.

Se&ion Four: (a) Assignment of vacation time off shall be made
at the times desired by an employee. In event that more
employees request the same vacation time off than can be
reasonably spared for operating reasons, vacation time off
shall be granted based upon seniority. (In the case of a
single employee within a work unit requesting vacation time,
such time will be granted unless an agency emergency exists).
(Rnphasis  added)

I -21-



'(b) To assist in t'
department, agency, in titution or other local operating unitF

scheduling of vacation time.the

shall solicit and obtain, between March 1 and April 1 of each
year, vacation requests of employees. An gly?loyee  must
request a block of time of four (4) days or more in order to
have seniority considered. Vacation requests submit&d under
this provision (b) shall be granted on the basis of senior-
ity, and once approved shall not be denied on the basis of a
later request by a more-senior employee. Vacation schedules
of employees  shall be conspicuously posted by the department
agency, institution or other local operating unit not later - :-
than April 30 of each year. -

(c) Requests for vacation leave shall be promptly
approved or denied. If denied, the employee shall receive a
written statenent of the reasons for such denial.

._

(d) Employees are encouraged to use vacation credits in
full days, but may use them in minimun units of one (1) hour.

(e) All refusals shall be suknitted directly to Step II
of the grievance procedure.

rtate's  argument that these proposals constitute a non mandatory subject

rgaining is as follows:

The State does not seek to challenge the mandatory nature
of vacations per se; such designtion is acknowledged. How-
ever, a single aspect of the Union proposal found in two
separate Sections is being separated out for review and
ruling. In each of the two sections the State purports "Such
vacation days will be granted except in the case of an agency
emergency." to be normandatory subject of bargaining.

The managerial prerogative to provide sufficient manpower
in other than emergency situations overrides the enployees
alleged right to exercise unilateral vacation choice. In
DeCourcy it is stated "No@hg the court holds today should
be understood as imposing a duty to bargain collectively
regarding such managerial decision which lie at the 'core of
entrepreneurial control'." (p. 583) Very little lies closer
to the "core" of the mission of an agency than the managerial
decision of manpower determination or requirements. The
Union's proposal would not only restrict, but excessively
restrict, the employer's ability to determine manpower re-
quirements in other than emergency situations. An emergency
can be defined as a sudden or unforeseen situation requiring
Miate action. Astute employers have contingency plans to
deal with anergencies which inevitably include extraordinary
measures and the Union proposals allow for such. However,
the Union's proposal strongly affects ordinary or everyday
activities and thereby impedes severely the enployer's
ability to meet its legislative mission. A State agency,
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facility or job site / arage) cannot overly limit its
activities or close & because anployees are on vacation,
absent an energency. Such a proposal therefore cannot be
designated mandatory and be allowed to proceed-to binding
arbitration waler the Act.

As the State concedes, the subject of enployee vacations is a mandatory

The ticon's  proposal addresses the question of when

under what circunstances vacation may be used. This is a question .-
-_

It directly and deeply impinges upon

and does not necessarily imp>,nge  upon the

mission. Whether or not the'phrase

with sufficient latitude to control

till

ba

ma

w h

scheduling of vacations and carry on operations is a question for

sining  and interest arbitration. The proposal clearly constitutes a

atory  subject of bargaining under the DeCourcy balancing analysis.

e Six:

The Union proposal in question is Article 38 "Workers Compensation"

h states:

ARTICLE 38
Wxkers'  Compensation

Section One: When an enployee sustains an on-the-job injury,
he/she shall inmediately inform the supervisor of the injury. The
supervisor in turn shall canplete, sign and forward the acciderlt
report to the appropriate party, normally within two (2) +rkiq
days. The supervisor's preparation and signing of the report
shall not be viewed as agreenent with or first-hard knowledge of
the circumstances surrounding the injury.

If the enployee cannot, through no fault of his/her own, give
irrnnediate  notice, the supervisor shall process the report as above
normally within two (2) days of learning of the injury.

Section Two: Agency personriel shall forward the NCPER-207
(accident report) ard the pre-audit figures to the Workers'
Compensation carrier normally within ten (10) working days of the
accident. The form 201 (notice of time lost) shall be cunpleted
ard forwarded to the carrier normally within one (1) week of the
eighth (8th) day of incapacity.
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Section Three: An enp.
3"
yee shall sign a sick leave'election

form (C&715) at the onset,pf his/her injury, indicating whether
or not he/she wishes to use accrued leave while awaiting Workers'
Canpensation and/or one-third (l/3)  of accrued leave to make up a
full day's pay. He/she should also be given the appropriate
Workers' Canpensation physician forms (208 and 209).

Section Four: 'Ihe agency/insurance carrier shall advise the
enployee of problems and/or missing forms which are needed to
process payment of Wrkers'  Compensation benefits. -. -_

Section Five: When the State agency receives a Workers' .. '
Cmpensation check for an employee, it shall send the check to the
employee imndiately,  provided the employee did not use accrued
time. If the enployee did use accrued time, the State shall make
the necessary adjustments and see that the employee has his/her
portion of the check normally within five (5) working days. The
employee will sign the Workers' Canpensation check in order to
restore his/her leave balances. The State shall restore leave
balances within one (1) week of receipt of the gnployeegs check
restoring such time.

Section Six: Following full &cuperation  frm a canpensable
injury or illness , an employee will be returned to his/her
position at the same shift at the salary he/she would have been
receiving if never injured.

Section Seven: unless contested by the insurance carrier, the
gnployee shall be paid up to seven (7) full calendar days lost
frm work pursuant to 5-143. Such pay is not to be taken from
enployeels leave accounts. In the case of patient-related
injuries (5-142),  full pay compensation shall begin the day .,
following the injury.

Section Eight: The employee shall be paid as though working
on the day of the injury to attend Workers' Compensation hearings
and to receive medical attention or keep medical appointments,
including necessary travel time.

Section Nine: When an employee is released for light duty or
selective work, he/she should report'to his/her employer ati
request same. If the employer cannot provide light duty, employee
should contact the Wrkers' Canpensation Cmrnissioner or his/her
representative for further advice regarding additional Workers'
Canpensatiorl  payments.

Section Ten: The enployee will continue to accrue retiranent
ad sehiority credits as per Corm.  General Statutes 5-161 (f) and
154 (ml (1) while he/she is receiving Workers' Compensation
benefits.

Section Eleven: upon canpletion of the vocational rehabilita-
tion program, the Agency and State personnel Department shall
1assist the mployee to find state employment. If such efforts
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fail, the enployee will be on the applicable regnployment
list. If such employment found, the employee's benefits,
including seniority, will be transferred to the new position, as
provided for by contract. -

Section Twelve: Demotion. If an employee cannot return to
his/her regular job but can do another job, he/she may request a
voluntary demotion to such job and may receive two-thirds (2/3)  of
the difference in pay between the two (2) jobs from Workers'
Ccqensation  in accordance with 31-308A.

Section Thirteen: Scarring. An employee may be eligible for
a scarring award no sooner than one (1) year fran the date of
injury or-surgery provided the scar is.ciearly  visible. The
Workers' Compensation Law precludes scarring awards for hernia or
back operations.

Section Fourteen: Specific Indannity.  An employee may be
eligible for Workers' Compensation payments for a permanent
partial loss of use to a part of his/her body. This usually
0ccuTs  after the end of Temporary Total, and the percentage rating
is given by the employee's doctor subject to the approval of the
Workers' Compensation Conmissioner.

Section Fifteen: Upon a final and non-appealable finding by
an appropriate state authority that an employee has contracted a
ca'trnunicable  or contagious disease in the course of his/her
employment, the employee shall receive one hundred (100%) percent
Wxkers'  Compensation benefits for the duration of his/her
incapacity. Such benefits shall be equal to those specified for
bodily injury in Section 5-142(a) of the Connecticut General
Statutes.

Section Sixteen: Light Duty. Following recuperation fran a
compensable injury or illness when an gnployee's physician
certifies he/she is capable of returning to limited duty, the
employee will request light/selective work of his/her employer.
The enployee will be assigned to selected duty under the following
conditions:

(a) The gnployee shall be assigned to any work the employee is
capable of performing whether or not such duty is in the
employee's regular job classification;

(b) Such selected duty can be found  without fear of further
injury to the employee;

(c) The employer shall make a good faith effort to provide
such selected duty; however, the final determination shall be made
by the enployer.

(d) The length of this assignnent shall be for at least thirty
(30) days ard shall be extended when the employee needs more time
for full recovery.

Section Seventeen: In the event of a finding by the employer
that an gnployee is exposed to or has come in contact with an
active, canpensable, camnunicable or contagious disease in the
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course of his/her enploymellI , the employer shall take whatever
action it deems necessary apd practicable to imnunize or medicate
the anployee fran the disease. Such treatment shall be provided
at no cost to the employee and with no loss of pay or benefits.
The employee shall have the right to refuse such treatment. In
the event of such refusal, the employer may place such employee on
home status with or without pay. If home status is without pay,
the g?ployee may use his/her earned time account. Such decision
is not grievable.

Section Eighteen: Present agency practices with reference to
qloyee  families who have or may have been exposed to '.
ccmnunicable diseases shall remain  in effect.

Section Nineteen: When the employer has reason to believe
there is potential for infectious disease or contagion, it may
require treatment of employees potentially affected by such
disease or contagion. In the event the employee refuses treat-
ment, he/she may be transferred to a location not likely to be
affected by the disease or contagion. Such transfer shall not be
subject to the grievance procedure.

Section menty: The enployer will continue to pay the
applicable current contributions for life insurance and hospital
and medical insurance for employees receiving Workers'
tipensation  benefits, i.e., Temporary Partial, Wmporary Total,
Specific Indemnity, and while enrolled in workers' rehabilitation
programs. The parties do not intend to enlarge, diminish or
otherwise alter such benefits as may be provided for by law.

Section Twenty-e: The State agrees to process Wrkers'
Compensation forms in a timely manner. me parties shall continue
to cooperate and meet as needed to resolve problems of mutual
concern involving the Wrkers'  Compensation process.

State's argment that this proposal constitutes a non mandatory subject

argaining is as follows:

The State submits the entire subject is nonnandatory. Ebr
the State to brief each and every aspect which it purports to
be normandatory in each of the twenty-one (21) Sections of the
Article would require more time alone than granted to brief
all the subjects. For the sake of expediency, although chal-
lenge to each of the twenty-one (21) Sections individually are
at issue the State will argue generically to the collective
nature of the subject.

Wrkers'  Compensation is a matter of law. As with OSHA,
it is a matter of such broad social importance that it exists
beyond the parameters of a collective bargaining agreement and
it is susceptible to full vindication under Chapter 568
(Wrkers' Compensation Act) and the courts. Also beyond the
anployer-employee relationship is the employer's procedures to
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canply with said Act. Mar.' aspects of the Union's proposals are
specifically covered under "IC.G.S. 31-275 thou  31-355a. Direct
inclusion or inclusion by'teference is a redundant statanent of
law outside the mandatory scope of bargaining. _

The Union's proposals concern procedures for informing enployees  of

eir rights under the Workers' Canpensation statutes, handling of
-- . .

loyees' Workers' *Compensation claims, light duty for gnployees  who return -.

an compensable injuries, etc. All of these subjects-concern questions ok

fits and working conditions for employees who suffer job related

uries or illness. As such, they concern employee conditions of

loyment and the State makes no argument that the proposal tiuld not

stitute a mandatory subject of bargaining under the Decourcy balancing

In view of the clear impinganent  of the Union's proposals on

loyee conditions of employment and because the State has raised no

lPnent  that the proposals impinge on matters of managerial prerogative, we

the Union's proposals would gualify as a mandatory subject of

aining  under the DeCourcy balancing analysis. The State argues,

that the Union's proposals are removed fran the scope of mandatory

because Workers' &npensation  statutes have been enacted which

subject matter covered by the Union's proposals. As we

ssed earlier in the context of the Union's proposals concerning health

and OSHA statutes, this argunent standing alone is insufficient

the Union's proposals fran the scope of mandatory bargaining. The

e must go further than this to support its contention. It must

that the Union's proposals would require employer action in

ravention  of the requirements of the Fh3rkers'  Compensation statutes

or that the Union's proposals undermine the public policy of the

statutes. The State has made no such demonstration.

s not attempted to make such a demonstration. Accordingly, for the
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Fses  of this case we find t
j
at the Union's proposals constitute a

3atory  subject of bargainiz*

ue Seven:

The Union's proposal in qiiestion includes Sections 2 and 10 of Article

"Transfer or Termination Due to Infirmities" and states as follows:
. .

-:'.

Section !?Mo: Before the transfer is made, a medical opinion by
the employee's physician must indicate the employee has
reached maximcan medical improvgnent and that his/her cordi-
tion will not improve. (-hasis  added)

-_

The appointing authority of any state agency shall first seek
light duty within its own agency before transferring the
matter to the State for a less arduous duty search.

Section Ten: Article 39 will not be imposed until an employee:
has reached maximm  medical improvement. (emphasis added)

State's argument that this proposal constitutes a non matiatory subject

bargaining is as follows:

In both instances the State subnits the term/phrase "maxi-
mum medical improvement" to be a norrnandatory  subject of
negotiations. The term/phrase is medical and not labor
relations. Medical meaning must be applied. The term is not
defined in the Wrkers'  Compensation Statute, but rather must
be pieced together through case law.

The State implies in its brief that it was given insufficient time to
.e a detailed argunent on the Union's Workers' Compensation proposals. on- _ - _score, we note that the State.and the Union were in negotiations for a
iderable period of time before the State filed the present petition for
ratory ruling. We find it difficult'to believe that the State did not
before the briefing schedule that the Union's Workers' Compensation
sal muld be an issue in the present case. Therefore, the State had
time than was provided in the briefing schedule to prepare its argu-
n the Union's Workers' Compensation proposal. Moreover, the State
ources  to utilize contracted legal assistance when its in-house staff
es are insufficient to handle excess workload within a given period
. We mention these matters to point out our belief that the briefing

ule did not prejudice the State (or the Union) and to provide notice
we would not favorably respond to the filing of another petition in

ion with the present negotiations on the subject of the Union's
' Canpensation proposals, especially when such a petition could
delay the progress of the arbitration proceedings.
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In Wren v. Conn. E 96 Corm.  35 (1921), it was
stated canplete ard occurs when '...no
reasonable-prognosis fo'r  canplete or partial cure and no
improvement in the physical cordition or appearance can be
reasonably made." In Panic0 v. Spary Engineering Co., 133
COM.  707 (19X),  it was determined "the period of total
incapacity for which canpensation could be awarded.....ends
when nothirq  further remains to be done to improve or heal;"
canplete and permanent loss occurs when "....no  reasonable
prognosis for complete or partial cure and no further
improvgnent  can be reasonably made;" and "stage of ultimate .
improvement.' In Staff v. Savin, 125 Corm.  563 (1934) status
seeninqly equal to maxima medical improvenent  was expressed
as " ..I.;naXi;nun  recovery..." ' . . ..wheh  nothing furthei  can be
done to improve or heal...' and "...when  no further improve-
ment can be reasonably made."

--

:-

The above has been included to substantiate the State's
posture of "maximm medical improvement" being a medical term
of art based on medical court decisions.

Under the Union's proposal, the employer must wait for a
disabled employee to reach maximum medical improvanent  before
initiating action in the form of transfer or separation. The
point of maximum potential of recovery may never be reached
or if it is, such is subjective medically. In the meantime
the enployer is left with a vacant, but -bered position.

An qloyer  cannot be denied the inherent prerogative to
reasonably staff an operation or function. It is an unrea-
sonable restriction on the qloyer  to hold a position open
for the possible return to work of an employee incapacitated
on or off the job infinitely through a mandatory subject of
bargaining designation ultimately subject to binding
arbitration.

The State's argument here is twofold. First, it argues that the phrase

"maximcan medical improvement" is a non mandatory subject because it is
I .

difdicult to define. This, standing alone, has never constituted a basis

for making a proposal a non mandatory subject of bargaining ard the State

has cited no case holding otherwise. Second, the State speculates that the

phr se "maximum medical improvement" may mean a point which can never be

reached and argues that such a meaning would result in the unreasonable

situation of the State being required to hold a vacant position open

irde:Einitely. With respect to this argument, it is not clear that the
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Union's proposal would require ,'.k
position in question to renain  vacant.

Rather,  it may only mean that t& injured employee has a right to return

upon reaching maximum medical improvement and bunp a less senior employee if

there are insufficient positions for both employee& In any event, even if

the Union's proposal would require what the State fears, that provides no

basis for finding the proposal a non mandatory subject of bargaining. -The-
. . __

-.

unreasonableness of a proposal is a basis for an interest arbitrator to

reject the proposal or for a grievance arbitrator to refuse a particular

in erpretation of a proposal which has becane a contract provision. The

Union's proposal deeply and directly concerns employee conditions of

em loyment,rp does not infringe upon management's prerogatives and constitutes

a eatory subject of bargaining under the Deaourcy balancing analysis.

Is& Eight:

The Union proposal in question includes Sections 1, 2 and 5 of Article

45 ]"Job Classification".

Thl

of

eE

Ie

Section One: The Union shall be notified of any proposed changes
in job specifications for bargaining unit classifications
prior to implenentation. Upon request of the Union, the
State agrees to negotiate over the impact of any such change
to the extent required by law.

Section Two: No employee, jobduty or classification shall be
removed from the bargaining unit during the term of this
Agreenent without the mutual consent of the parties, except
by order of the State Board of Labor Relations.

Section Five: NO position or job classification will be red-
circled without concurrence of the Union.

:tate's argument that these proposals constitute non mandatory subjects

lrgaining  is as follows:

C.G.S. Section 5-272(d) states:

“Nothing  herein shall dininish the authority and power of
the employees’ review board, the department of administrative
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services or any state i

4
ency established by statute;charter

or special act to est, ish; conduct and grade merit examina-
tions and to rate candidates in order of their relative
excellence from which appointments or promotions may be made
to positions in the canpetitive division of the classified
service of the state served by the department of adminis-
trative services. Ihe establishment, conduct and grading of
merit examinations, the rating of candidates ati the
establishment of lists-fran such examinations and the
appointments fran such lists shall not be subject to - .
collective bargaining. _-_

._ -_
The position of the State is all three Union proposals limit

the State's unfettered authority pursuant to the above.

'IPle  term "job classification" is defined in the State,,,
Personnel Act (Qlapter  67) C.G.S. Section 5-196(d): '*

"Class," "class of positions" or "position classifica-
tion" means a group of positions in the state classified
service established under this chapter, sufficiently similar
in respect to the duties, responsibilities and authority
thereof that the same title may be used to designate each
position allocated to the class; that similar requirements as
to education, experience , capacity, knowledge, proficiency,
ability and other qualifications shall be required of the
inclanbents; that similar tests of fitness may be used to
choose qualified employees; and that the same schedule of
canpensation may be made to apply with equity.

arbi

term "employee" is defined in C.G.S. Section 5-196(i):

"Employee" or "State employee" means any person holding a
position in state service subject to appointment by an
appointing authority.

The Union seeks to pursue to impasse and subject to binding
tration issues specifically not subject to collective

bargaining - C.G.S. Section 5-272(d). 'Ihe State may have an
obligation to negotiate issues of substantial impact of job
specification changes, however, union involvement into the
content of job specification is excluded fran bargaining. Merit
examinations are based on knowledge required to perform duties of
a job. Class duties are enunerated in the class (job) specifi-
cation. Initial appointments and pranotions are made based on
examination results. To designate these proposals as mandatory
subjects of bargaining would contradict the Act. In State Board
Of Labor Relations, Decision No. 1256 (lo-28-74),  under MERA,  the
Board determined not only must there be an agency which applies
civil service regulations, but the agency must be established by
statute, charter or special act. In the instant matter such is
the case under the State personnel Act (Chapter 67). Specific
traditional civil service activities are excluded fran collective
bargaining.
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It is also inherent ir.'  civil
dstablished employer prercb

service, as well as a 'long
ative, to remove job duties and job

classifications (titles) as well as to modify or eliminate same.
Such lies at the very core of an employer's policy decision
making as mandated by law. Such also encanpasses "red-circling"
which is a strict policy decision of the State Personnel
Division.

Whatever the scope of the-Section 5-272(d) exenption, there is no way

”t the Union's Section One proposal conflicts with that exemption. .'The-:

pr posal's requirgnent that the State negotiate over the impact of changes-'

in\ job specifications is limited by the very terms of the proposal to "the

ex
t
ent required by law." Accordingly, by its express terms the proposal

r+nizes that Section 5-272(d) takes precedence in defining the scope of

ma
;M
atory bargaining. Additionally, the requirenent of advance notification

ofiproposed changes in job specifications does not constitute a non

ma+atory subject of bargaining. In order for the Union to be able to

r est negotiations "over the impact of any such change to the extent -_
_

r ired by law" the Union must know what the intended change is. Nothing

in /Section One constitutes a non mandatory subject of bargaining.

The evident meaning of the Union's Section 'IWo  proposal is thgt the

Sta e may not unilaterally remove employees, job duties or classifications

the unit and place them  instead in another unit, in non bargaining unit

us, or with an outside contractor.*.  . One aspect of the Union's proposal

car
*
ems removing work (i.e. "duties") fran the bargaining unit. This

has been recognized as a mandatory subject of bargaining since the

Uni ed States Suprene Court's decision in Fibreboard Paper Products Corpor-4ati nt 379 U.S. 203, 85 S.Ct. 398 (1964). See also DeCourcy at p. 582.

* L& note that the State apparently has misread the meaning of the Union's
Section Two proposal.
eliminate positions,

The proposal does not address the State's right to
duties or classifications. Rather, the proposal

addresses the question of whether such may be "removed from the bargaining
unit." The plainly implied assunption of the proposal is that the position,
duty or classification will continue to exist, but will be removed fran the
NP-2 bargaining unit.
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have ruled similarly in many’of our past decisions, including several
)A?

t were reviewed and affirmed in the Connecticut state courts. Therefore,
-

is clear that the removal of job duties fran  the bargaining unit

nstitutes a mandatory subject of bargaining. Whether this part of the

uiion's proposal should becane'part of the contract is a matter for the
rties to argue before an arbitrator.

-.-_
:-

On the other hard, the question of renoving  a position or classifica-
-.

fran the unit must be addressed differently. The ranoval  of a position

to another bargaining unit or to non-bargaining unit

st#us is a question of representation which, in the absence of agreement

bebn the parties, is within the primary jurisdiction of the Labor Board.

It is not a question to be presented to an interest arbitrator or a

gr evance arbitrator.

1.

See Town of West Hartford, Decision No. 1974 (1981).

A rdingly, we find that section Two of the Union's proposal concerns a

no4-mandatory subject of bargaining. Whether a position or classification

wi41 be removed fran the bargaining unit during the term of the contract is

tter which can only be decided by this J3oad in an appropriate

Section Five of the Union's proposal would prohibit "red-circling" of a

po ition  or job classification without the concurrence of the Union. The

Ce-only understood meaning of the term 'kad-circle't  in the labor relations

con/text is that the salary for a position or classification will become

ition in question is that the salary level of another position or

pas tions reach the level of the red circled position). This is a subject

whi
t
h plainly concerns wages ard salary ard constitutes a marrlatory  subject

of
4
ollective  bargaining under DeCourcy.
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The Union proposal in qu%tion includes Section 1 and 2 of Article 51

"Tbcuck  AssignnerHY.

Section One: All persons assigned to snow and ice control or
removal shall qualify for and obtain the necessary license
prior to being given truck assignnent.

Section Two: All Department of Transportation motor vehicles - -
shall be equipped with operable two way radios. policy for :-
employees in the Department of Transportation during the
winter season shall provide for two (2) enployees to a truck _
while engaged in emergency storm periods on snow and ice
control or rgnoval. Exceptions to the policymay occur:

The

of

(4

(b)

(cl

(d)

When hazardous conditions at the start of the storm
require the supervisor to send out a truck with one (1)
qloyee  for the initial sweep pending the arrival of a
helper.

To maintain essential coverage while ccmplying with the
"Rest Period" Article of this contract, provided that
within a general supervisor's designated area,  one
hundred (100%) percent of the State forces are called
and no support personnel is available.

When assigned in vehicles equipped with operable two-way
radios to echelon plowing, sanding or salting or to
clean up operations.

when assign& to spot sanding while in a vehicle 'I
equipped with anoperabletwo-way radio for short
durations not to exceed four (4) hours. (This exception
shall not apply to spot sanding on interstate highways
during peak traffic hours.) In any canbination of con-
ditions arising fran exceptions (b) or (c), as specified
above, no employee shall be required, or allowed, to
drive alone for more than 4 consecutive hours.

Late's  argument that these proposals constitute non mandatory subjects

rgaining is as follows:

The State's position is manning levels be they for truck
assignnents,  shift assigrrnents,  job location assignments or
agency assignments are the sole and exclusive prerogative of
the anployer. Such lies squarely within the core of entre-
preneurial control.

Other than the type of product to make or the service to
be provided nothing is more a policy decision of the employer
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it will hire, retain, assign to
a shift, job location TO designate manning of truck
assignnents or any oth& similar assigrments as a mandatory
subject of bargaining would strip every State-agency, not
only the Department of Transportation, of its ability to
determine by what means and at what manpower level it will
meet its legislatively mandated mission.

The State does not contest, if requested by the Union,
it would be legally obligated to negotiate the substantial
impact, if any, on manning (possibly safety or workload) _. . .__.
level decisions. But, by definition, such policy making .. --
decisions are unilateral if the employer so chooses not to
negotiate. .

The mere fact, in the past, the employer has agreed on
contract inclusion of this subject does not alter its non-
mandatory designation. Nor, does the fact the enployer
attempted to negotiate a change, alter the normandatory
designation (see NLRB v. Davision, 318 F2d 550, 53 LREtM 2462
[CA4,  19631 and CZlgnical Workers v. Pittsburgh Plate Glass
co.,  404 U.S. 157, 78 LRRM 2974 119711)

The Union proposal requiring all persons to obtain an
applicable license before being assigned to a truck during
snow and ice control or removal is a norxnandatory  subject of
bargaining. Job requirements, prior to or subsequent to hire
is a managerial prerogative. It is not within the Union's
danain to determine job qualifications. Also, not everyone
assigned to a truck is assigned as a driver or potential
driver. As with the Union's proposals on "Job Classifica-
tion", the instant proposal is barred fran negotiations by
C.G.S. Section 5-272(d). The balance examination embraced by
DaCourcy in this instance also supports the State's position.
The enployer's need for unilateral action/decision making is
required to preserve this important policy decision which
outweighs any employee need. Such retention does not impinge
negatively as a condition of employment directly or to any
depth.

The last issue of this proposal for which the State seeks
a normandatory designation is the requirement "Al.1  Department
of Transportation motor vehicles shall be equipped with
operable two-way radios." A very similar proposal, although
limited to the DOT Bureau of Highways, was made by the Union
and discussed earlier in the brief under ISSUE FOUR, Union
Proposal Section Eight (h). As argued there, the eguipnent
to be installed or utilized in/on any DOTmotor vehicle is
the sole discretion of DOT and law if and as applicable. It
is a Department of Transportation policy decision to
determine the technology to be utilized and where such should
be utilized to fulfill its mission.
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Section Ckle of the Union's broposal would require that all persons

nts for s&and ice control or removal must hold the

We disagree with the State's assertion that

a request is raTloved  fran the scope of mandatory bargaining by Section

This proposal has nothing to do with testing and

It is not tied toection  fran  lists for appointment or pranotion. --
-.

ion or classification. The proposal concerns

The Union's proposal is also safety based. Under  the DeCourcl[

ndatory subject of bargaining. Whether or not

proposal should be accepted is a matter of negotiation and/or decision

n arbitrator.

With respect to Section Two (a) of the Union's proposal, this clearly

manning clause whose rationale is grounded in safety argunents.  In

Decision No. 1627-A (1978),  we addressed the subject of .'

llpn manning and stated the following:

. ..we are satisfied that minimum manning requirements are
mandatory subjects of bargaining when they are demanded for the
safety of the employees assigned to a specific task OK for the
protection of those gnployees against an excessive work load.
We base this conclusion on the language of the Act and on past
bargaining history in this case and in labor relations generally.
We do not base it on any claim of waiver.

Minimun manning requirements have been a bone of contention
in labor-management negotiations for a long time, particularly in
sane lines of work like railroading and firefighting. As we have
noted in a former controversy over this very contract:

"[M]aMing  clauses are highly controversial, often
strenuously desired by unions and just as strenuously
opposed by-enployers"- New Haven &rd of B3uCatiOrl,-
supra, at p. 3.

No doubt manning requirements sometimes reflect an abuse of a
union's bargaining strength. Even  more often, no doubt, the
employer  claims that there has been such an abuse. @Ihe term
"featherbedding" has often been us& to describe such abuse,
whether real or imagined. Yet in spite of abuse and of anployer
resistance, minimum manning requirements have often been nego-
tiated in fact and we have been cited no case (and know of none)
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where a labor board or a (fPurt has held that such an issue is
only a permissive rather .&an a mandatory.subject of bargaining.
Tfie absence of case law in such a context is significant. It
must reflect a general understanding that manning-provisions are
mandatory subjects of bargaining. Fjhere  a type of provision is
so subject to abuse an3 so strongly resisted by employers it is
inconceivable that the point now urged by CXnnplainant  would not
have been made and litigated if there had been any faith in its
possible validity. Moreover, the general experience has been
paralleled by the hsitory of these clauses in the New Haven _ .
contracts. Their reappearance in all agrments for more than a --
decade without objection on the ground now urged indicates --
strongly an acceptance of manning provisions as a mandatory
subject of bargaining although, as we hold, it does not
constitute a waiver of the present objection.

The usual justification offered for such a provision.is that
it is needed to protect employees assigned to the job in question
fran either the dangers or the excessive workload which would
result fran undermanning. Surely if a minimm  requirement is put
on such a ground it clearly affects the conditions of wloyment
of the enployees concerned; Cf. City of Bridgeport, Ca-se ho.
MPP-3585, Dec. No. 1485 (1977).

In its able brief Complainant cites our statement in City of
Bridgeport (Police), Case No. MPP-2932, Dec. No. 1319-A (1975).
There we said:

"The  decision to institute an extra shift to cover the
high crime period and the decision concerning the nunber
of officers needed to man the shift were managerial
decisions ard not mandatory subjects of bargaining, but
the impingement of these decisions on the work schedules
of individual officers was a mandatory subject of
bargaining."

In making the quoted statanent we were concerned with the City's
point of view; its judgment of its own needs is a managerial func-
tion. If a union were to denand a mirlhyiiiing reguirgnent  for
a certain task solely on the ground that the employer's interest
made it necessary, then indeed the question presented would
pertain to management's prerogative ard it would be a permissive
(rather than mandatory) subject of bargaining. union denands are
seldom, if ever, put on such a ground, however, and we cannot
assune  that such a rare event occurred in the present case in the
absence of evidence to that effect.

Complainant's evidence that the manning requirenents were
burdensome and unnecessary might tend  to show that the Union's
proposals here are oppressive and constitute an abuse of its
bargaining strength, but this would not show that the subject of
the proposals constitutes only a permissive subject of bargaining.
Wage demands may be so exorbitant and inflationary as to be anti-
social, but that would not prevent them  from being mandatory
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subjects of bargaining. k'ere there is a claim that minims
zmanning requirements aff= safety or workloads of employees

assigned to a task then the validity of that claim is a mandatory
subject of bargaining. It is the policy of the Act that it be
determined by the collective bargaining process or (if that fails
to resolve it) by binding arbitration. The Act, in other words,
puts on the arbitration panel (rather than on this Board) the
heavy responsibility of determining whether minimm  manning
proposals in any given case respond to genuine needs or constitute
a guest for featherbedding. The Legislature has not clothed this
Board with authority to supervise the performance of this

-.-_
responsibility. . L

Decision No. 1627-A at pp. 4-5.
- _

foregoing wholly answers the State's argument in the present case.

ction TWO (a) of the Union's proposal concerns a mandatory subject of

Section lWo (c) of the Union's proposal concerns a mandatory subject of

ba gaining to the degree discussed earlier concerning Issue Four, supra

(Altitle 19, Section 8(h)).

IsueTfm:

I

The Union's proposal here in question is Section me of Article 64

"S vings Clause" and states as follows:
II

Section (Xle: Should any provision of this Agreenent be found
unlawful by a court of competent jurisdiction, the remainder
of the Agreement shall continue in force. Upon issuance of
such a decision, the enployer and the Union shall imnediately
negotiate a substitute for.the invalidated provision to the
full extent required by law.

State's argument that this proposal constitutes a non-mandatory subject

is as follows:

The Union's proposal is clarified in their transmittal  to
Ms. Jenny Myler on April 21, 1988 (Subnittal  3, page 15). The
intent and purpose of their proposal is "Language incorpor-
ating the full impasse resolution procedures including binding
arbitration." Section 5-276a of the Act only extends binding
arbitration to original contracts, sumessor contracts and
wage reopeners. The Union proposes to extend the impasse
procedure beyond the scope of the Act. The NLRE in Columbus
PITinting Pressmen, 219 NLRB 268, 89 LRRM 1553 (1975),  enfOrCed
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The State's claim that this proposal concerns a non-mandatory subject

aining is based on the‘ijnion's  April 21, 1988 transmittal letter to

rd of Mediation and Arbitration administrator Jenny Myler.  As an initial
z

ter, it should be pointed out that the contents of that letter (as quoted
.  .

State's brief) at-d the actual language of the Union's proposal

ally conflict with each other. The language of the Union's proposal

e full extent required by law." The reference to

otiation is sufficiently elastic to include a requirement'of resort to

negotiation impasse resolution procedures. However, the question

ether the "law"  tx>uld  require binding interest arbitration is more for

- the Board of Mediation and Arbitration - to decide. It

ich administers the interest arbitration provisions of the

If a request for binding arbitration is made to that Board  under

Id it become part of the collective bargaining agreenent),

will be for that Board to decide whether the Act (i.e. "law") requires

The Union's proposal constitutes a mandatory subject

by its express terms it is limited to the requirenents

As discussed above, whether the Act requires

tion in the circmstances  provided for in the

sal is a question within the primary jurisdiction of the Board  of

/“ .
I

543 F2d 1161, 93 LRRM' 055
12

(CA 5, 1976) held interest arbitra-
tion clauses as a per 'ssive subject of bargaining. The State
subnits  the State Board of Labor Relations should designate
likewise.
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I Eleven  and  Twelve:

me Union's proposal here'&  question is that bargaining unit menber

St
+
ven Perruccio be granted paid union business leave for the duration of

th collective bargaining agreement. me State's objection to this proposal

is the same as for Issue Two, supra. I& the same reasons that we found the

Un on's  proposal for Issue Wo a mandatory subject of bargaining, so also do
-.

val

Per

Iss

fol

f

'r

ind paid union business leave for bargaining unit menber Steven

uccio to be a mandatory subject of bargaiing.

iUie Thirteen:

The Union proposal in question.is entitled "Tolls  Layoff" and states as

.B OWS:
This agreement, between CEUI and the State of (bnnecticut is entered
into in accordance with Article 13, Section 3 of the NP-2 contract
to streamline processes for the forthcaning Tolls layoffs which are
mandated by the Legislature to occur on or before July 1, 1988.

1. Concerning the layoff and reemployment status of durational
employees hired prior to the Tolls closing:

A. Full-time Durational enployees shall be covered under"the
NP-2 Labor Contract,  ard shall pay Union dues/service fees
accordingly.

B. Durational employees will not have any seniority for pur-
poses of layoff, bunping, or reemployment after layoff.
However, the part-timeintermittent  Maintainer I's in l'Uls
who are gnployed as of the date of the signing of this
agreement by all parties shall be allowed to keep their
seniority rights for layoff ard reemployment purposes, if
they are appointed on a permanent basis to these full-time
durational jobs urder  the Merit Systan with no break in
service.

c. Durational goployees hired will be advised as to the
durational nature of their jobs, and will sign the
appropriate attached statanents acknowledging this status.

D. Appointments to the ~011  Collector and Toll  Supervisor
vacancies will be done in accordance with Merit Systen
requirements.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

E. Part-time intermit nt Maintainer I's in Tolls shall be
given first opportkity in filling durational Toll
Collector jobs, provided they have good work records and
fulfill Merit System requirements. -

Toll employees shall be given an opportunity by seniority to.
exercise their bcPr\ping rights for toll positions at the Charter
Oak Bridge at a meeting to be held for that purpose. This
procedure will be identical to the slotting method used for the
Tolls closings in November, 1985. -.-_
Those current permanent tolls employees who wish to voluntarily -
leave their jobs prior to the date of issue of the formal
layoff notices, in order to accept comparable State jobs will --
canplete a Reenployment Selection Form indicating those
comparable job classes and geographic areas in which"they are
willing to accept employment. These forms may be updated by
the employees as appropriate. Pre-Layoff Dnployment Lists will
be developed based on these ccxnpleted forms, provided that the
employees have the basic abilities and skills required for the
respective jobs.

The existing reemployment lists fran the previous tolls layoff
shall take precedence over the Pre-layoff lists, although the
Pre-Layoff lists will have precedence over any transfer rights
as provided under NP-2 Article 14 "Vacancies," Section 4.

Subject to the above, Agencies with vacancies in such
comparable classes must hire from these tolls Pre-Layoff
Bnployment Lists before hiring frcm outside State service.
Selection of individuals fran among the listed Tolls employees
will be at the Agency's discretion, as long as someone fran the
appropriate Pre-Layoff List is selected.

Employees who receive layoff notices will be given another
opportunity to fill out or amend their Reemployment Selection
FolXlS. Existing Pre-Layoff Lists, as amended, will be arranged
in order by employees' seniority and will become the actual
Layoff/Reenployment Lists to be utilized in filling canparable
State vacancies by seniority.

Rnployees who do not complete the Reenployment Selection Penn
will not be considered for employment until they complete such
form and submit it to DOT Personnel. This applies to both Pre-
Layoff  notice and Post-Layoff notice employment situations.
Any employee in the pre- or post-layoff notice situation who
has completed the Reemployment Selection form and who has not
responded to or has rejected two interviews or employment
offers will be sent a certified letter advising than that if
they do not respord to or reject a third offer, they will be
removed from  the lists. Accordingly, upon the third non-
response or rejection they  will be so removed frcm the lists.
The en~pl~yee may be reinstated to the bottan of the list by
requesting it in writing.
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In the Pre-Layoff sitt,  tion, tolls  employees who are called  for
meetings and or inter\ ews.for job openings as a result of
being  on the Pre-Layof List will be given at least one week
mailing notice, and may attend such meetings or interviews
without  loss  of pay or benefits,  provided that  tolls  operations
are not seriously disrupted.  To minimize impact  on tolls
operations,  employees will  make every effort to schedule their
job interviews  outside of their  normal  working hours.

Employees  in both the pre-  and post-layoff situations will  be
on a three  (3) month working test  period for any canparable job -_
classes in tiich they accept reassignment.  An employee who L
fails  the working test  period prior to the effective date of
the layoff will  be returned  to the tolls  systan to await lay-
off. An employee who fails  the working test  period subsequent
to the effective date of layoff will be terminated fran  State
service  and placed back on the Layoff/Reemployment List  for any
other  canparable job classes he/she has selected and is quali-
fied for. The employee may appeal the failure of the working
test  period as if it were a prQnotiona1 working test  period.

Tolls  employees who accept a permanent State job prior to
notice of layoff will  not have employment rights to higher
level  canparable jobs  until  the effective date of layoff,  at
which time  they will  go on the Layoff/Reemployment List for
higher level  -parable jobs,  in order of seniority,  for a
period of three (3) years.

Active intermittent  part-time tolls  employees shall receive
Earned  Holiday Time credit for all hours  worked on a holiday,
to a maximm  of eight (8) hours for any one holiday.  Such
gnployees may not utliize this earned time  while they are
working in the tolls  systen,  but will be paid  for it upon"
separation  fnn the tolls  system. Noother  benefits,payments,
or status  will  be granted as a result of earning such holiday
time.

All unused  accumulated Earned  Holiday Time will be paid  upon
separation or termination Of employment on an hour for hour
basis.

A part-time intermittent  tolls  employee who has worked part-
time  for at least two (2) months,  and who subsequently becomes
a full-time  durational tolls  employee with no break in service
and who works  at least  five  (5) months in that  full-time
capacity and is subsequently laid  off will  receive pay for the
vacation  time  earned as a full timer.

In both the pre- and post-notice of layoff situations,  notice
of vacancies to gnployees will  be mailed via regular U.S. Mail
to their  home addresses. The Agency copy of the vacancy
notification or address listing  will  suffice as proof that the
gnployee was notified of the vacancy.
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15. Every effort will be 1'
r

eta have a representative fran the
State Retirement Divi,&ion present at as many group meetings to
be held with gnployees as possible.

-
The State claims that to the extent this proposal concerns twelve month

the proposal concerns a non-mandatory subject of

The State's arguenent is as follows:

The State acknowledges layoff procedures, in general, to be a --
mandatory subject of negotiations, however, the decision to layoff --

The Union's proposal deals with procedures to be utilized
after the decision to layoff has been made, however employees not .-
in the recognized bargaining unit are included in the procedures.

Article 1 - Recognition - of the contract (Suhnittal  1)
unit. Section Two of said article excludes

. ..durational not to exceed twelve (12) months...,". Such was
also determined by the Board of Labor Relations under SE-1686-C.

I The scope of a bargaining unit is not a mandatory subject of
bargaining (Donds v, Longshoreman, 241 F2d 278, 39 LRRM 2388 [CA
2, 19511). However, if the parties chose to negotiate and include
in a contract such is binding for the duration of the contract,
but, if either party declines to include a normandatory subject in
a successor agreenent the opposing party cannot compel such inclu-
sion (Kit Mfgi Co., 150 NLRE 662, 58 LRiW 1140 (19641,  enforced
365 F2d 829, fj2 WiRM 2856 [CA 9, 19661).

The statanerlt of the law set forth in the last paragraph of the State's

Irg ent is entirely correct.

i

However, there is a serious problem with the

spp ication  of that law to the facts of this case. The State correctly

poi ts out that the parties agreed in Article 1 Recognition of the present
.

con act that enployees  who are "durational not to exceed twelve (12)

mot] s" were to be excluded from the bargaining unit durirlg  the term of that

con act.

i

However, the State is incorrect in its assertion that we so

det rmined  in Decision No. $X-1686-C.* That decision is the Certification

of e Union as exclusive bargaining representative for the NP-2 unit. The

cert'fication statement in that decision states in relevant part:
':

* Skate of Connecticut (N&2),  Decision No. 1686-C (1979).
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CEPTIFIED,  that The 1 ependent Union has been designated as
the representative for th purposes of collective bargaining by
a majority of Service, mfitenance,  Building trades and crafts,
Non-Professional gnployees (Unit NP-2) in the classifications
described on the attached list, anployed by the State of Connec-
ticut. arrl  that said Independent Union is the exclusive repre-
sentative of all said epliyees for the purpose of collective
bargaining with respect to wages, hours and other conditions of
anployment.  . . . . .-.

(emphasis added) Decision No. 1686-C -.
--

ong the classifications included in the list referred to in the certifica-

statement are the classifications of Maintainer I, Toll Collector,

There is no exclusion for any sub-category of such classifications,

full time or part time, intermittent or otherwise, contained in the

statgnent of certification or its attached list. Therefore, not only does

the Certification (i.e. Decision No. 1686-C) fail to support the State's

tention  that we determined that employees who are "durational not to

twelve (12) months" were excluded fran the unit, in fact, the all-

lusive language of our 1979 Certification decision plainly contemplated

'irx$ lusion  of those employees in the bargaining unit unless the parties

su sequently excluded than by mutual agreement.* That is precisely what the

i

I,
pa ties agreed to do in Article 1 Recognition of the contract. However, the

Un'on has now taken the position that Vu11 time Durational employees shall

be covered by the NP-2 Labor  Contract" (Proposed Article 13, Section  1 A).

there is no longer an zigreenent to exclude those employees and

must canply with the requirements of the Certification and include

in the bargaining unit. With respect to part-time

I's, it is not clear from  the Union's proposal

* Prior to 1983, part-time enployees working less than twenty (20) hours
per week were excluded by the Act fran  collective bargaining. The 1983
Certification which included part-time employees in the NP-2 bargaining unit
is written in the same inclusive way as the Union's original 1979 Certifica-
tion, i.e. "All part-time employees." See State of Connecticut NP-2,
Decisiorl No. 2224 (1983).
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:her  the Union is insisting
$

at such employees also be included in the

: as provided by the Certifigation. If so, then these employees also
-

t be included in the bargaining unit.

Accordingly, based on the Certification for this bargaining unit and

absence of mutual agreement between the parties to continue to exclude

se positions from the NP-2 unit beyond the expiration of the existing -.. . -_
tract, we must reject the State’s argument that the proposed layoff,

._
all, and other rights for employees in positions which are “durational

to exceed twelve (12) months” are outside the scope of mandatory

gaining. The positions in question are within the recognized bargaining

t and the Union’s proposal for layoff procedures, etc. concerning these

loyees constitutes a mandatory subject of bargaining.

Declaratory Rulinq

By virtue of and pursuant to the powers vested in the Connecticut State

cd of Labor Relations by the Act Concerning Collective Bargaining for

-e  Employees, it is hereby

, DECLARED, that to the extent discussed in the attached decision, the

pro sals made by the Connecticut Employees Union “Independent” SEIU,

AFL
;

IO constitute mandatory subjects for collective bargaining.

CONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS

By s/ Victor M. Ferrante
Victor M. Ferrante, Chairman

s/ Patricia V. Low
Patricia V. Low

s/ Craiq Shea
Craig Shea
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